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Operators can leverage the opportunity by creating the best 
possible customer experience from store-to-door. 

Since the off-premise experience, effectively distances the 
consumer from the physical store, ensuring the delivery of good 
quality food  (using the right products in the right packaging) is 

one of the easiest ways to capitalise on the trend. 

This toolkit is a guide on how to do both.

Long before the pandemic, the demand for takeout and delivery 
was growing. Now the demand for it is greater than ever and all 
indications are, that even post COVID, the demand will remain. 

75% OF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY 
NOW PREFER TO ORDER IN 

vs EATING OUT AT A RESTAURANT*

*Source: Kantar SA, July 2021
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Off-premises dining had been gaining traction steadily
before the pandemic accelerated the trend in 2020, and it
is expected to continue to play a significant role in the
restaurant industry going forward.

This has been happening predominantly because
consumers are increasingly consuming meals at home,
whether they prepare them themselves or purchase them
from their favourite restaurants.

As restaurants have expanded their abilities to meet
consumer demand for off-premise dining, savvy operators
are now trying to steer consumers toward models that
emphasize digital ordering with pick-up by the customers
themselves— whether at pick-up windows or in the drive-
thru lanes, as opposed to relying on third-party delivery
services. That way the consumer is not paying a premium
for delivery, and the restaurant operator is not sacrificing
their margin to subsidize that delivery.

The trend is further supported by the success of the
“buy-online, pick-up-in-store” model—known in the retail
industry as BOPIS—in food retailing and other brick-and-
mortar retail channels. Where the most important factors
in deciding which outlet to order from are convenience
(58%) and speed (49%).

The survey conducted last year by Deloitte also showed
that consumers are expected to continue elevated
takeout and delivery ordering post-COVID, and they have
come to expect their experiences to be frictionless.
Mobile Apps, WhatsApp ordering, contactless payments
and delivery are all readily available technologies that
support the opportunity.

OFF-PREMISE TREND
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Operators have also streamlined menus to go hand-in-
hand with the increase in off-premise consumption, in
part because certain items don’t travel well, but also
because simpler menus bring efficiencies in labour
costs, inventory management, speed of service and
ultimately making the customer experience a better
one.

When customers go directly to the restaurant for
carryout, pick-up or the drive-thru, their experience
remains with the restaurant itself, and therefore the
restaurant can make a difference and build the
relationship.

The simple truth is that orders placed through third-
party firms’ apps and websites restrict the customer
experience that restaurants can provide during the
ordering process and beyond.

What any given restaurant has to offer through a
third-party service, becomes only their food and when
it comes to deliveries that are late or cold, it’s often
the restaurant that bears the brunt of losing a
customer with no opportunity to manage the
complaint itself and resolve it.

There’s an important role for third party services as part of the greater
industry, but for the Independent Operator a new approach is required.

We know it’s no easy task to take on your own take-away and delivery, but the
trends dictate that there’s an opportunity for operators to do it, without sacrificing
margin, relying on third parties and losing the connection with their customers.

OFF-PREMISE TREND
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Keeping an eye on the latest off-premise trends can help you keep your business thriving. High-quality 
packaging for takeout and delivery that protects product integrity and temperature in transit can help to 

convey the spirit of safety & customer service. Below are some key related delivery trends. 

SAFE DELIVERY

USE TAMPER 
PROOF

PACKAGING

32% of to-go customers say tamper-
proof packaging is essential when 

ordering takeout or delivery

TAKE  A 
HANDS-OFF 
APPROACH

During the crisis 82% of 
consumers have chosen 

contactless delivery

28% of work from home consumers 
surveyed say free or low-fee delivery 
would encourage more daytime orders

Almost 50% of millennial & gen-z customers 
surveyed say they will still opt into 3rd party, 

contactless delivery when ordering food

Contact your McCain Foodservice Representative or Distributor to arrange the delivery of a free Insiders Club  “Delivery” sticker pack

EMAIL US AT : saf-fs-newsletter@info.mccain.com

FREE STICKER PACK

THE NEW 
NORMAL IS 

CONTACTLESS

LOW 
FEE 

DELIVERY

https://www.mccain.co.za/sa-foodservice/insiders-club/


GOOD TO-GO PACKAGING 
Good delivery is more than the speed of it. Many of your customers will be seeking comfort from their 

delivery meals and as such it is important to provide and maintain a positive, high quality customer 
experience. Fries that stay crispy and appetizers that hold up on the delivery journey can make a big 
difference to the customer experience. For the most part this means this means using appropriate 

packaging and knowing how best to pack for delivery. 

HYGIENE POSTERS
The health & safety of your employees is a priority. 
Not only whilst at work, but also at home. 
CLICK TO DOWNLOAD this McCain poster series for 
your kitchen and staff notice boards, to continue to 
drive awareness on proper sanitation, personal 
hygiene and safety in the kitchen. 

FOLDED CARTON

FRY SLEEVE CLAM SHELL

If your restaurant is already using folded paper cartons, 
utilize this packaging strategy to maximize safety.

https://www.mccain.co.za/sa-foodservice/insiders-club/
https://mccain.co.za/sa-foodservice/news/alert-level-3/
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We are dedicated to sharing menu ideas for our products that appeal to today's consumer tastes and benefit your bottom 
line, so we invite you to get inspired with the ideas below, mix and match them, change them up or use them as they are. 

Click the           to get the full recipe.

BBQ Chicken Smiles

MENU INSPIRATIONS

Bacon Wedges

Tasty Taters & Bacon Bake

Mozzarella Sticks & Marinara Dip Roasted Butternut & Aubergine Salad

PRO-TIP
Pack fries separately from other ingredients to help keep crisp. Place fries on top of the order to allow for ventilation.
Keep the entire order upright. Where necessary give your off premise customers simple instructions on how to reheat 

their purchase. Leave a personalised note thanking them for their support.

Remember to package your delivery orders properly by doing the following:

Cut Corn & Basil Tart
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PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

McCain Sweet Potato Fries 

McCain Stay Crisp 12mm McCain Stay Crisp Rustic 

McCain Smiles McCain Skin On Wedges 
Our skin on potato wedges offer hand-cut 

style that your customers will love.

The large flat-cut size delivers excellent 
plate coverage for a lower plate cost.

Click to  learn more about our range of products 

These golden potato shapes will put a smile 
on any customers face, young and old

The 12mm cut size provides a superior 
crunch and keeps the fries hotter for longer.

McCain Sweet Potato Fries are flavoursome 
and provide great plate coverage
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
What The Vark is a fun and quirky pork centric dark kitchen. We are about easy non pretentious food
that feeds the soul and the belly. Whilst pork is our first love we make other delicious non pork meals,
the most popular being, believe it or not, our pulled mushroom bun.

We opted for the Dark Kitchen model because it required
less money to start up. We didn't need tables and chairs
or a lot of staff which was a great advantage for us, the
disadvantage though was that people wouldn't get to
taste our food while it was at its freshest and still
warm, the food still had to travel before our customers
could dig in.

We set up a pretty cool drive-by system and
all payments are made electronically. The
pop-ups were always super successful, but
the people wanted more and that was chips.

My parents have owned a fish and chips shop for almost
10 years now and so I know the amount of time and
labour it takes to make fresh chips daily, but the people
had spoken and I had to listen.

So in comes McCain’s SureCrisp to our rescue, their
chips covered all my main concerns which were the peeling
and cutting, they also saved us time because the chips
were ready in less than 4 minutes. The chips stay crisper
and warmer than normal chips and even after being
transported you can still warm them up and have a chip
that isn't dry or soggy.

It's an amazing menu item to have and is ideal 
for restaurants that offer takeaways and 
deliveries. COVID has pushed dark kitchens 
and restaurants to be more innovative in 
their approach to serving customers and the 
McCain SureCrisp was made for times like 
these.

Our regulars are super happy that we heard their cries and
are totally obsessed with our chips. Our WTV fries, which
are the McCain SureCrisp dusted with our in house
seasoning have been called ”addicting”.

Our menu definitely feels real now, because what is a meal
without chips right?

CORDELIA DA FONSECA_FOUNDER
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When? As often as possible, let your 
customers know that you take delivery 
seriously and want to deliver the best possible 
experience to their home.

What? Short messages about safe delivery.

CREATE AN OCCASION

Shoestring Salsa Tacos
IN-STORE POSTERS

You don’t only have to use social media to drive the message. 
You can also use your venue to encourage your customers to 
Order & Collect from you directly. 

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD THESE FREE POSTERS NOW

Switch it up with special, limited time promotions. For example, give 
guests who call in their orders directly to the restaurant 10% off their 

order; or for orders over a certain amount, offer a free dessert.

Maintaining a strong takeout and delivery service has never been more important to our industry than it 
is now, and the best way to maintain it, is to tell your customers about it by using social media. 

Here are just a few ideas to get you started.

#FROMOURHOMETOYOURS!
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We know you’re busy running your business, so to make things easier we put together a short 
video series with MasterChef SA judge & renowned Chef, Pete Goffe-Wood. 

Delivery Packaging 

Off Premise Dining

Next Level Delivery

mccain.co.za/sa-foodservice/insiders-club

For More Information
talk to your McCain Foodservice Representative or Distributor. 
Please call the McCain Foods ( SA) toll-free help line on 
0800-006-498

BITE SIZED BIZ TIPS
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